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“Crypto Jen” Buakaew Joins Solve.Care as an Advisor
Solve.Care Foundation announces Jen Buakaew as an Advisor and Ambassador to Asia.
DOVER, DELAWARE February 26, 2018 — Jen Buakaew, known professionally as “Crypto Jen,” is
a well-known spokesperson for the emerging cryptocurrency markets and has joined Solve.Care as
an advisor and ambassador in Asia and Pan-pacific region.
In explaining what drew her to Solve.Care, Ms. Buakaew said, “As I became involved with
blockchain projects, I found myself searching for a way that blockchain could benefit society in a
more meaningful way. Healthcare is an essential for everyone worldwide and Solve.Care turned out
to be just what I was looking for.”
After a recent meeting with Mr. Goel, Ms. Buakaew said she was “fascinated with the concept of
using the Solve.Care platform and blockchain technology to reduce the enormous clinical and IT
costs associated with the current system. Solve.Care will be extremely beneficial to patients,
doctors, insurers and health care administrative professionals. It is an innovative new approach to
fight fraud, waste and abuse on a global basis. Plus, it brings a new level of transparency and
accountability to the administration of global healthcare.”
“We’re very pleased that Jen has decided to join the Solve.Care team. Her skills and background
are a perfect fit for representing Solve.Care mission in Asia," Pradeep Goel, CEO of Solve.Care
said.
In addition to serving as a Solve.Care Advisor, Jen Buakaew is also a member of The New Money
Systems Board, Lifeboat foundation, alongside Vitalik Buterin and Charlie Lee. The Lifeboat
Foundation is a nonprofit nongovernmental organization dedicated to encouraging scientific
advancements. Jen was previously Maintenance Technical Officer at CITIC Pacific Mining,
International Business Development at Regen Method, and Project Coordinator – Wheatstone LNG
Project at Downer.

Solve.Care is currently offering its platform tokens in a sale that is rated best of 5 tokensales
globally.

About Solve.Care
Solve.Care Foundation was established with the goal to revolutionize administration and payments
of healthcare, globally. The stated mission of Solve.Care is to “Make healthcare work better for
everyone."
Solve.Care platform is designed to enable insurance companies, government agencies, hospitals
and providers, pharmacies and businesses to build care coordination and delivery networks to
engage their stakeholders. The platform brings a relationship centric approach to care coordination,
administration and payments that addresses all three pillars of healthcare: clinical, administrative
and financial.
Solve.Care is launching a number of ground breaking innovations such as Care.Wallet, Care.Cards,
Care.Coins, Care.Vault and Care.Protocol through their platform. Solve.Care is implementing the
relationship centric approach by using distributed ledger technology and Blockchain.
CEO of Solve.Care, Pradeep Goel has more than 26 years of experience in healthcare and IT.
During that time Mr. Goel built multiple healthcare technology companies, that achieved top ranking
in the INC 500’s list of fastest-growing companies, multiple years in a row. He has also been named
one of 100 most-promising entrepreneurs globally by Goldman Sachs. Mr. Goel was also appointed
by the Governor of North Dakota to help direct state-wide health information exchange initiative for
insurers, hospitals and physicians. Mr. Goel also serves as the Chief Innovation Officer and Chief
Information Officer of a Blue Cross Blue Shield company
Media Relations: Mariya Ozadovskaya, Mariya.Ozadovskaya@solve.care. For more information
about the company, please go to http://www.solve.care or contact us via email at info@solve.care .

